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2004 Net Farm Income Reaches Record High

Farm incomes reached a new record high of $78,930 in 2004, as recorded by the Nebraska Farm Business, Inc. (NFBI). Since 1977, NFBI has been tracking accrual farm records of actual producers in Nebraska. In 2004, over 140 farms submitted their records to produce the record net income. The previous high income of $72,657 was in 1978.

The range of net income, over $1.2 million, varied more significantly this year, showing that the opportunities to produce that income were not taken advantage of by all producers. The range of gross income also varied from slightly over $5.8 million to just $20,000.

One important observation to take from 2004 is that the opportunities that produced these record incomes are not all going to be available in 2005, so a repeat record income does not look favorable. Here are a few things we noticed that contributed to 2004’s record income:

1. There were incredible marketing opportunities in 2004, not only for 2003’s crop carried forward into 2004, but also to lock in very favorable incomes for the 2004 crop. In addition to the early marketing opportunities, low harvest prices prompted an LDP payment that increased the profit potential.

2. Yields, especially dryland, were much higher than we’ve seen in the last few years and in some cases were at an all time record high. This was especially true in Southeast Nebraska where the net incomes soared over $100,000.

3. Operations heavily involved in livestock production, especially dairy and hogs, showed incredible...
incomes due to higher prices available. These can be seen especially in our Northeast and Southeast Nebraska regional averages.

There were also several things that can be noted in 2004 that are still being seen as a repeat for 2005.

1. Fuel prices, especially for irrigated crop producers, were also at all time highs. Since irrigated producers didn’t see an incredible increase in yield production and were faced with low harvest prices, the incomes were lower than the “normal” trend in those areas where irrigation is prominent (these farms are mostly located in our South Central Regional Average Book).

2. There are six 2004 Average Books available this year: the Whole State Averages Book, four Regional books and a new Top Efficiency Book. This latest book takes a look at 20 of our most efficient farms to see if we can find how these operations are able to keep so much of each dollar of gross income. More information and analysis on each of these more in depth books is located within each book. All of the data will be available in book format shortly and also in PDF format on our website www.nfbi.net. Please call (402) 464-6324 or email info@nfbi.net with any questions.
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